Ellaraine Lockie
Assault and Rape the City Crime Report Says
Every morning a weight like the downward drop
on a bench press stops me when I walk by the house
that is home to two teenage daughters
This cul-de-sac that serves as small town
in the midst of metropolitan madness
How we party the holidays, barbeques, birthdays
Deliver food and comfort for death, accidents
surgeries, the flu, miscarriage, divorce
Yet we know how success of neighborliness
also hides under a certain cloak of discretion
Police abide by discretion too and bestow
only time, date, address and status of minor
Not one of us has a clue the right thing to do
Even the ex-child social worker who digs up
from her past the shame in young girls
when their most private part becomes public
Nor the woman among us who was once victimized
and couldn’t talk about it for months
So we say nothing, do nothing
out of respect for the innocent
That weight each morning has become
a clenched fist of anger
Has become a dagger under the cloak of conscience
For continuing the cycle of stigma
that has penetrated societies since the Rape of Lucretia

Forgive Me For
My body has been bought, paid for in full
A trial membership has had its way with me
This foreign place with its come-on finger
Where morning walks speak a different language
from street talk on the cul-de-sac
Here articulation comes in squeaks, whooshes and
clangs
Thuds in a diatribe of pounding feet surrounded
by rhythmic grunts that conjure Kama Sutra orgasms
Panting from the StairMaster section
Weight lifters who look like Sumo wrestlers
A bee swarm of murmurs and hiccups of Latin hip-hop
as they escape Zumba class through an opening door
This New World where treadmills imitate earth with
rubber
Feet lose control of their reason for existing
And fingertips take on the job with push button authority
Instead of holding pen and notepad to chronicle
the unfolding of lemon blossoms on a morning walk
Their ambrosia scent whispering Spring to olfactory
glands
An antidote for the harsh reality of the red-tailed hawk
perched on a fence holding a rat in its talons
Here in the gym there is no neutralizer for shout of sweat
or perfume as heavy as the woman on the next machine
A faster pace won’t put distance between the man
who hasn’t showered in days and the deodorant of
outdoors
Between the silent howls of movement from TV screens
and the calm nurtured by nature
Between the full spectrum of health dispensed by the sun

and this counterfeit light that flickers from ceiling panels
Where nothing grows but muscles, bacteria
and longing to hear the mother tongue of the
neighborhood
That commands every sense to attention
The kinesthesia of feet touching common ground
Lungs filling with trees’ gift of oxygen
The mind with reflections of past and present rights and
wrongs
And jotted notes with images that flourish
like the morning glory that claims a neighbor’s yard
The white flowers as pure and free as forgiveness
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